Hawk-Eye Innovations
A Sony Company

Football Systems Operator (Italian Serie A)
www.hawkeyeinnovations.co.uk
Immediate Start
Please apply ASAP

COMPANY

Hawk-Eye Innovations develops, markets and delivers the most sophisticated officiating tool in sport. Beginning with tennis and cricket in 2001, Hawk-Eye continues to diversify and grow into new sports and new applications through its commitment to new ideas and cutting edge technology. It is accurate, reliable, and practical, with fans around the globe now demanding it to be a part of serious sports events.

Since its inception 14 years ago with 3 founding members, Hawk-Eye has grown aggressively to employ over 150 full time employees. It is now a fundamental part of officiating in over 20 international sports and is diversifying into traditional broadcast areas through its SMART replay and Intelligent Production products.

WHAT WE CAN OFFER

Hawk-Eye Innovations are currently recruiting 10 full time Football Systems Operators based in Milan or Rome for this high profile, technical appointment, which requires skilled engineers to deliver cutting edge technology to the highest professional standards. Hawk-Eye are recruiting high calibre graduates, fast tracked within the rotation programme whilst working at the
forefront of sports technology in top-flight football leagues. It has the platform to help graduates put their knowledge into practice and gain valuable experience in a live broadcasting environment.

Working within a new, dynamic, Football Operations team in Italy, the Football Systems Engineer is primarily responsible for overseeing the automated Goal Line Technology system installed at football stadia in the Serie A. This will involve conducting pre-match checks, liaising with match officials and monitoring the system during the match.

Outside of match days the role will encompass maintenance of kit and equipment needed to run the system, Research & Development. Additional responsibilities will be agreed dependent on the background and skillset of the operator. With contracts to provide Goal Line Technology and associated services for the English Premier League, German Bundesliga and Dutch Eredivisie, the role may also encompass installation and operation of the system at matches across these leagues. There will be an expectation to work weekends and hours based around match fixtures and will include on-site visits to football stadia around the country and across Europe.

Hawk Eye is an investor in people and will re-invest in you if you have a natural aptitude towards leadership whilst providing an opportunity to work across other sports including Olympic championships and travel the world.
WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR IN YOU »

Hawk Eye are looking for talented Graduates who are engineers or sports scientists with the ability to demonstrate strong analytical, problem solving skills and sound generic technical grounding to work together to deliver something new, innovative and exciting.

The ideal candidate will be bright and enterprising with a technical skills set, preferably to include experience of working in live broadcast or sporting events. Other attributes that would assist in the application include an interest in sport or sports analysis, good communication and time management skills, ability to apply common sense to tasks at hand and be fluent in English and Italian. The position would suit a recent graduate in Computer Science, Electronic Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Sports Science, Sports Technology or equivalent.

APPLICATION PROCESS »

Applicants are requested to email their CV and covering letter in English to apply@hawkeyeinnovations.co.uk with 'Football Systems Operator (Italian Serie A)' in subject title and state your preferred location. If you have any questions regarding the position please express them via email or visit the company website for more information.